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1 Introduction – Rationale of this document 
This deliverable1 deals with CIPedia©, which, as described in the project’s Work Programme, 
is a Wikipedia-like online community service focusing on Critical Infrastructure Protection 
and Resilience-related issues, to be hosted on the web server of the CIPRNet project. It is a 
multinational, multidisciplinary and cross-sectoral web collaboration tool for information re-
sources on CI-related matters. It will promote communication between CIP-related stakehold-
ers, including (multi)national emergency management, critical infrastructure operators and 
owners, manufacturers, CIP-related facilities and laboratories, academic researchers, policy 
makers, and the public at large. The CIPedia© service aims to establish itself as a common 
reference point for CIP concepts and definitions. It will gather information from various CIP-
related sources and combine them in order to collect and present knowledge on the CIP 
knowledge domain. It will be dynamic, as it will allow stakeholders to update information as 
the domain evolves and new concepts emerge or receive different meaning.  

This is a living document and it will reflect the current status of the CIPedia© service. This 
deliverable will require an update when CIPedia© is published to include examples of the fi-
nal form of CIPedia© and reflect changes that occurred and could not have been foreseen 
when this deliverable was created. 

 

1.1 Goal of CIPedia 

CIP terminology varies significantly due to contextual or sectoral differences, which com-
bined with the lack of standardization, create an unclear landscape of concepts and terms. In 
various cases similar terms are often used synonymously, e.g., Effect / impact / consequence / 
outcome, Hazard / threat / damage / harm, Event / incident or Emergency / crisis / disaster / 
catastrophe [TDTerm]. Moreover, some of the definitions provided by guidelines and stand-
ards are vague, misleading or require explanation by their authors (which is not available) 
[TDTerm]. Another problem is conflicting definitions. For example the established term of 
“consequence analysis” as used in the ECI directive, would need to be renamed to “impact 
analysis” when adopting ISO definitions [TDTerm]. As it is not likely that a new name for 
this term would be adopted by the communities, a definition of consequence analysis would 
be required. 

CIPedia© will not aim at solving such conflicts. On the contrary, CIPedia© should try to serve 
as a point of disambiguation where various meanings and definitions are listed and discussed, 
guiding the reader to seek additional information to the relevant sources. CIPedia© should not 
attempt to decide upon a common definition, as this should be a process achieved collectively 
by the CIP community. CIPedia© will be a collaboration platform that may facilitate towards 
such a direction, but it will not act as a moderator on terminology discussion. 

Communicated through the EC DG JRC, CIPedia© will have a trusted authority, which will 
provide the design and the initial content of CIPedia©. All the CIPRNet partners will contrib-
ute in enriching the information shared by CIPedia© in its initial stages of development. 
Fraunhofer, the CIPRNet lead partner, will be responsible for the hosting and maintenance of 
CIPedia© in the CIPRNet Portal. Following the completion of its initial stage, all partners will 
communicate CIPedia© to CIP stakeholders and the public in order to ensure the community 
gets acquainted and participates. The announcement will also be included in the European 
CIIP Newsletter (ECN), which is the official dissemination outlet of CIPRNet. JRC will 
                                                 
1 The authors would like to thank Simona Canterella (JRC), Athina Mitsiara (JRC), Gerald Vollmer (JRC) and 
Erich Rome (Fraunhofer IAIS) for their collaboration and useful comments. 
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communicate the existence of CIPedia© through the European Reference Network for Critical 
Infrastructure Protection (ERNCIP) [ERNCIP]. 

 

1.2 Structure 

This deliverable aims to clarify and define the main parameters and components of the CI-
Pedia© service, as well as to identify the main related challenges and risk factors. It is thus 
aimed to be an orientative plan, whose proposals should be agreed upon with the main stake-
holders before one goes forward to build the service itself. It is hoped it helps to find the right 
focus and scope of CIPedia©, avoiding harmful overlaps and instead creating synergies be-
tween related activities, and taking into account the user requirements and needs of the target 
groups.  

Section 2 discusses available knowledge models that could be used for CIPedia©, as well as 
CIP-related approaches that currently exist (glossaries, taxonomies, thesauri, etc.). Then the 
proposed wiki model is described and the rationale for selecting a wiki service is discussed. 
Section 3 describes the procedure for creating the contents of CIPedia©, while Section 4 de-
scribes the software and interface that was selected. Risk and copyright issues are discussed in 
Section 5. The plan for publishing CIPedia© is presented in Section 6 and Maintenance proce-
dures in Section 7. A short manual is included in Section 8. The references used for this doc-
ument can be found in Section 9. Annex A presents preparatory work performed by consorti-
um members regarding terminology. Finally, Annex B depicts examples of the use of auto-
mated extraction tools. 
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2 CIPedia Model 
CIPedia© aims at providing knowledge on CIP to a wide international audience. There are 
multiple models to represent such knowledge, ranging from simple glossaries to complex on-
tologies. In this subsection, we will examine various models and identify existing, relevant 
approaches already designed for CIP.  

On the Semantic Web, vocabularies define concepts and relationships (also referred to as 
“terms”) used to describe and represent an area of concern, such as the domain of Critical 
Infrastructure Protection. A concept is “a unit of thought, formed by mentally combining 
some or all of the characteristics of a concrete or abstract, real or imaginary object. Concepts 
exist in the mind as abstract entities independent of terms used to express them” [AN-
SI/NISO].  

Figure 1 depicts various types of knowledge representation suitable for CIP, as we progress 
from simpler towards more formal data structures. Let us describe the different alternatives 
listed in this figure in some detail before proposing a suitable format for CIPedia©. 

 

 
Figure 1: Models for knowledge representation2 

 

2.1 List of terms 

A list of terms, or dictionary, is “a reference book that contains words listed in alphabetical 
order and that gives information about the words' meanings, forms, pronunciations, etc. or 
shows their meanings or translations in a different language or a reference book that lists in 
alphabetical order words that relate to a particular subject along with their definitions and 
uses” [MWD].  

 

2.2 Glossary 

Glossary is “a list that gives definitions of the hard or unusual words found in a book or a 
dictionary of the special terms in a particular field or job” [MWD]. It is usually bound to a 

                                                 
2 The figure has been adapted from [Navigli08]; it also contains information from [Ferigato12; Vlacheas11; 
SERSCIS]. 
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particular scientific domain and the terms may be accompanied by descriptive comments and 
explanatory notes, such as definitions, synonyms, references, etc.  

In the literature there are various CIP-related glossaries provided by international organiza-
tions. Examples include the multilingual glossary “2009 UNISDR Terminology on Disaster 
Risk Reduction” by the United Nations International Disaster Reduction Strategy (UN IDRS) 
[UNISDR]. The glossary provides basic one-sentence definitions on disaster risk reduction, 
based on a broad consideration of different international sources. Each definition is followed 
by a comments paragraph in order to give additional context, qualification and explanation.  

One of the activities of the EU CBRN Action Plan, performed by the EC Joint Research Cen-
tre is the development of an “Information Tool on chemical, biological, radioactive and nu-
clear hazards for Practitioners in Protection and Response” (CBRN Glossary) in all EU lan-
guages (H.53) [CBRNG]. The project is developed in cooperation with EUROPOL and is co-
funded by DG HOME. It has now evolved to include the explosives aspect (CBRNE glossa-
ry). The glossary has been developed with the participation of experts in Chemical Biological, 
Radioactive, Nuclear and Legal Issues from Member States Authorities, Europol, Eurojust, 
JRC Ispra and JRC Karlsruhe. At the moment, the glossary contains 330 short and concise 
entries of terms and their definitions, available in 23 languages. The content is aimed for pro-
fessional use to practitioners, not to scientists or the general public, as opposed to CIPedia 
which aims to have a wider coverage both in terms of content and in terms of audience. 

The glossary of the US National Infrastructure Protection Plan 2013 [NIPP13, p.29] collects 
the basic terminology from US legislation and guidelines. Similar definitions can be found in 
the glossary by the Federal Emergency Management Agency [FEMA] of the U.S. Department 
of Homeland Security, as part of the Critical Infrastructure Protection and Resilience Toolkit. 
A brief glossary of CIP-related terms can also be found on “The Preliminary Cybersecurity 
Framework” [NIST, p.42] which is developed by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), in collaboration with industry, and aims in providing guidance for man-
aging cybersecurity risk, in response to the US Executive Order 13636, "Improving Critical 
Infrastructure Cybersecurity". 

There are also glossaries which are sector-specific. For example, there is the IAEA Safety 
Glossary (edition 2007) [IAEA07] by the International Atomic Energy Agency, which con-
tains terminology used in nuclear safety and radiation protection. The North American Elec-
tric Reliability Corporation (NERC) glossary [NERC] clarifies the terms used in the NERC 
Reliability Standards, which focus on electric energy. Similarly, the Department of Energy 
has published a relevant glossary [DoE].  

 

2.3 Thesaurus 

According to ISO 25964-1:2011, a thesaurus is defined as a “controlled and structured vocab-
ulary in which concepts are represented by terms, organized so that relationships between 
concepts are made explicit, and preferred terms are accompanied by lead-in entries for syno-
nyms or quasi-synonyms” [ISO 25964-1:2011]. A thesaurus is thus a controlled closed set of 
terms, which means that it contains the language of a specific domain and the relationships 
between its words. ISO 25964-1 explains how to build a monolingual or a multilingual the-
saurus, how to display it, and how to manage its development. There is a data model to use 
for handling thesaurus data [ISO 25964-1:2011] (especially when exchanging data between 
systems) and an XML schema for encoding the data. The data model sets out five basic clas-
ses: Thesaurus, ThesaurusArray, ThesaurusConcept, ThesaurusTerm, and Note [Dextre12]. 
The main types of relationship include: (a) equivalence (between synonyms and near-
synonyms), (b) hierarchical (between broader and narrower concepts) and (c) associative (be-
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tween concepts that are closely related in some non-hierarchical way) [Will12]. In multilin-
gual thesauri equivalence also applies between corresponding terms in different natural lan-
guages.  

For instance, the EUROVOC Thesaurus [EUROVOC] is a multilingual, multidisciplinary 
thesaurus covering the activities of the EU, the European Parliament in particular. It contains 
terms in 23 EU languages (Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, 
Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Polish, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish and Swedish), plus Serbian. It covers CIP-
related sectors, such as the energy or transport sector.  

In an attempt to define the CIP domain, a CIP Thesaurus [Cantarella12] is been prepared by 
JRC. Through it, European stakeholders can organize their documents in a shared, common 
language, avoid misinterpretation of concepts and standardize information exchange. The 
thesaurus is been created based on a corpus of documents in the CIP domain, with an empha-
sis on critical information infrastructures. Index terms were chosen using two main thesauri, 
INSPEC3 and Eurovoc. It is a multilingual thesaurus; it was created in English and translated 
in Italian and French. An example of the term “advanced persistent threats” is presented in 
Table 1. 

 

Table 1: CIP Thesaurus example 

advanced persistent threats 

menaces persistantes avancées (fr) 

minacce persistenti avanzate (ita) 

Class/Facet: Actions: Activities 

UF  APT 

TT Activities 

BT cyber-threats 

RT Attacks 

 cyber espionage 

 Hackers 

 data transmission 

 Internet 

 political espionage 

 security of data 

 

                                                 
3 The INSPEC thesaurus has been developed by the Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), in order to 
support search functions of the INSPEC database, which contains bibliographic and indexed records to physics 
and engineering global research literature. The 2012 edition contains 18,755 terms and is commercially availab-
le. 
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2.4 Taxonomy 

Taxonomy is a “collection of controlled vocabulary terms organized into a hierarchical struc-
ture. Each term in the taxonomy is in one or more parent/child (broader/narrower) relation-
ships to other terms in the taxonomy” [ANSI/NISO]. Taxonomy does not necessarily have the 
related-term relationships and other features of a standard thesaurus and it could be a subset 
of a thesaurus. 

The US Department of Homeland Security has created an Infrastructure Data Taxonomy 
[DHS] to facilitate a common understanding of terminology within the critical infrastructure 
protection community. This taxonomy categorizes infrastructure assets into their respective 
sectors and further categorised into more detailed levels, such as sector, subsectors, segment, 
sub segment, and asset type. It is intended for use within the USA and it is not publically 
available.  

 

2.5 Ontology 

Gruber defines ontology in the context of computer and information sciences [Gruber08], as a 
set of representational primitives -typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and 
relationships (or relations among class members) - with which to model a domain of 
knowledge or discourse. The definitions of the representational primitives include information 
about their meaning and constraints on their logically consistent application.   

Ontology differs from a thesaurus in the sense that it is “a model of the domain of interest and 
is used for proving the validity of logical inferences on that domain, [while]… a thesaurus is a 
purely grammatical construction whose model is in the indexed sets of documents” [Feri-
gato12]. 

In the literature, there are a few attempts to form CIP-related ontologies. For example, Euro-
pean Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) proposed the combina-
tion of several taxonomies and ontology for understanding resilience as a network design tar-
get [Vlacheas11]. The DIESIS project designed a Knowledge-Based System (KBS) [Masuc-
ci09; Tofani10] that incorporates a meta knowledge infrastructure ontology, which is a gen-
eral template to describe infrastructures and their dependencies, infrastructure ontologies for 
specific critical infrastructures and federation ontology to express dependencies between in-
frastructures. 

 

2.6 Proposed model: Wiki 

All the above models present potential formal ways to represent CIP-related knowledge. CI-
Pedia aims at reflecting the collective knowledge of its domain. Thus, it will invite users 
(CIP-related stakeholders) to engage in the process of content creation, evaluation and 
maintenance. This means that users will be able to not only view CIP-related content but also 
suggest additional topics or edit existing ones. Thus, it is important that CIPedia provides 
simple tools, usable by the majority of users, such a web browser and simple text editing. 
Therefore, the wiki model is proposed, as opposed to more complex data structures, such as 
thesaurus or ontology. The latter would require expert assistance and heavy moderation in 
order to maintain the structure and especially the relationships between the terms. While the 
moderators should ensure that the topics in CIPedia are related in a meaningful way, the 
adopted structure should be ad hoc, only performed via page links. Such a scheme is easier to 
maintain and will allow more timely update of the content, which is crucial for the success of 
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CIPedia. Currently standard wikis offer limited support for collecting structured data, but the 
Wikidata project is working towards such a direction4.   

In its initial stages of development, CIPedia may resemble to a glossary, which means it will 
be a collection of pages – one page for each concept with key definitions – but it aims to ex-
pand more and include discussion on each concept, links to useful information, important 
references, disambiguation notes, etc. Just like Wikipedia, articles should begin with an ap-
propriate definition or possible two or more rival definitions, but they should provide other 
types of information about that topic as well. The full articles will eventually grow into a form 
very different from dictionary entries. Moreover, if two concepts are used in a similar way, 
they can be merged into one page and a discussion on their use can follow. CIPedia will not 
try to reach consensus about which term or which definition is optimum, but it will record any 
differences in opinion or approach. 

One of the advantages of a wiki is the ability to perform edits in real-time, meaning that con-
tent updates can appear almost instantly online. In most public wikis, moderation is light, 
meaning that there is no review before modifications are accepted.  

Usually though, wikis are open to alteration by the general public with some form of user 
registration. To avoid potential abuse of CIPedia, user registration will be required and con-
tent changes (comments, changes, corrections, new pages) will be accepted by a team of ex-
perts, responsible for moderating CIPedia.  

Despite this limitation, the key principles will be the following: 

 CIPedia will be easy to use and learn 
 Any user will be able to view content (including history, comments and previous ver-

sions) 
 Any (logged in) user can comment and suggest changes (similarly to the talk section 

of Wikipedia) 
 The moderator(s) will be able to edit content in real-time 

Currently, there are few wikis that have CIP-related content. Examples include the wiki-
glossary of the FOCUS project regarding European security research [FOCUS], which con-
tains the definition of various security related terms, including a limited collection of CIP-
related terms. The Wikipedia page of Critical Infrastructure Protection [WIKI] offers some 
CIP-related information, mainly regarding US policy on the issue. Similarly there are pages 
related to CIP in public wikis, such the ITLaw Wiki [ITLW]. The Cybersecurity wiki of the 
Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University [BCIS] also offers a list of 
documents categorised according to types of Critical Infrastructures.  

However, none of these approaches covers in depth CIP-related information, nor reflects suf-
ficiently the European perspective in CIP. 

  

                                                 
4 Unlike Wikimedia Commons, which collects media files, and Wikipedia, which produces encyclopedic artic-
les, Wikidata collects data, in a structured form. The goal is to enable easy reuse of that data by Wikimedia pro-
jects and third parties, and will enable computers to easily process and “understand” it. More information is 
available here: http://www.wikidata.org. 
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3 Contents 
CIPedia will include non-restricted information on CIP-related matters, including such ele-
ments as CIP glossary, information on European and international CIP policies, links to main 
policy and regulatory documents, CIP-related inventories and databases, and so forth. It will 
include but extend beyond CBRNE, as the field is too specialised for the general public. The 
prototype will be created in English, with the possibility to translate it to other languages as 
well. 

 

3.1 Proposed wiki page structure 

Each term will have a dedicated wiki page, where the text contains links to other related terms 
(if any). A possible structure of a typical page may include the following: 

 “Page” tab: This is the information section of the page.  
o Read mode: This mode presents the wiki page which is available to be read by 

the users of the wiki. An indicative structure is the following one: 
 Introduction 
 Key definitions  

 Official European definition 
 Definitions from international organizations 
 National definitions 
 Standards’ definitions 

 Discussion topics 
 Relevant terms (disambiguation pages) 
 Notes (containing the links of the document) 
 References (containing additional references or reading material). 

o Edit mode: This mode allows a page to be edited and contains three tabs:  
 Wikitext: Displays the current source code of the page and toolbars for 

editing. 
 Preview: Shows how the page will appear after the current changes. 
 Changes: Lists the current changes performed on the page. 

This mode also offers a textbox for a summary to be inserted, as well as 
three buttons, namely Save page, Show preview and Show changes. 

o History mode: This mode lists the versions of the page coupled with a 
timestamp, information on the user who performed the change, and infor-
mation on the changes performed. It offers an option to compare various se-
lected versions of the page. 

 “Discussion” tab: This is an area where users can post changes or comment on the 
quality of information, so that moderators can update content. An equivalent in Wik-
ipedia is the “Talk” tab which accompanies each wiki page.  

 

In the figure an example wiki page is presented, i.e. the wiki page of the term “critical infra-
structure”5. The page follows the structure described above. 

 

                                                 
5 https://publicwiki-01.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php/Critical_Infrastructure 
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Figure 2: Example of a CIPedia page (on Read mode) 

 

3.2 Sources 

CIPedia will try to utilise the knowledge acquired by the existing approaches reviewed earlier, 
while respecting copyright restrictions. In its initial phase, CIPedia’s prototype will resemble 
more to a glossary in the sense that the initial wiki pages will be a core set of index terms 
coupled with key definitions and references. The information already collected in the CIPR-
Net report TechDoc2: Terminology [TDTerm] will be used and updated. As indicated in this 
report, CIPRNet uses terms from various scientific and technical domains. CIPRNet makes 
use of and extends a glossary of terms and definitions started in an earlier related project (IR-
RIIS) and continued in the related project DIESIS. This glossary of terms and definitions will 
be a basis for a common understanding inside CIPRNet and will be updated in CIPedia. It 
covers topics in the domains of critical infrastructures (CI) and their protection (CIP), securi-
ty, safety, some fields within computer science, some CI sectors and more. The report extends 
this set of terms including definitions from several relevant sources, including ISO standards, 
United Nations reference documents and definitions gathered from related EU projects. Ex-
empts from the report are included in Annex A. Reporting on the pros and cons of certain 
definitions will be added later in CIPedia, with references to literature.  

In order to select these index terms, two thesauri will be used as a starting point, JRC’s CIP 
Thesaurus and the CBRNE Glossary. From these, terms will be selected in order to form the 
initial pool of wiki pages. The main criteria for such a selection would be their existence in 
both sources, their strong relevance to CIP, their importance for the general public, as well as 
their non-confidential nature. To supplement the initial set of index terms/pages, the CIPRNet 
consortium will also collect a pool of key CIP documents (policy, research, deliverables), 
which will be parsed with available automated tools for retrieving additional index terms.  

Term extraction solutions can be found freely available on the web [TES] and some of them 
are available as a web service, for example the Termine service [TERM] or the Fivefilters 
[FF] tool. Annex B demonstrates the outcome of such a tool on legislative or policy docu-
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ments. Similarly, named entity extraction systems like TextRazor [TRZ], can provide a deep-
er analysis of the content and extract relations, dependencies between words and synonyms, 
enabling powerful context aware semantic applications.  

For this initial set of terms, definitions will be retrieved by key legislative documents of the 
European Commission, as well as from the available CIP-related glossaries presented earlier, 
such as the CBRNE glossary, the 2010 DHS Risk Lexicon, and others. The collected pool of 
CIP documents will be also used as reference in order to (a) expand the content of the wiki 
pages, (b) initiate discussion topics, (c) analyse sub-terms and related concepts and (d) create 
new related pages.  

Where official standard definitions (e.g. ISO, IEC, CEN/CENELEC, ETSI etc.) exist, these 
will be referred to. Similarly, official national or international definitions will be added.   

 

3.3 Prototype Design 

Verardi et al. propose a semi-automated method in order to create a taxonomy that character-
izes a scientific domain for a particular Network of Excellence (NoE) [Veraldi07]. Their 
method allows for progressively creating more formal data structures (lexicon, glossary, tax-
onomy, ontology). Each of these structures are created by automatic extraction and enhanced 
manually by the community members, using suitable Web collaborative work tools, like the 
CIPedia wiki software. We draw upon this proposed method and recommend the following 
process in order to create the CIPedia prototype.  

1. Select domain sources: Create manually an archive of key documents for CIP (e.g., 
CIP Plans, Standards, Directives, Project Deliverables etc.) 

2. Define a list of terms 

a. Use (free) term extraction tools to automatically create an initial glossary of  
“popular” terms (examples) 

b. Manually collect additional terms by existing glossaries  

c. Manually process the list to create an initial set of terms  

3. Identify definitions (manually)  

4. Manually validate the obtained glossary  

5. Identify relationships between terms (to create taxonomy)  

6. Enrich the glossary with related terms  

7. Add terms to the selected wiki tool  

8. Communicate prototype and receive feedback to the CIPRNet partners 6 

a. Remove irrelevant entries 

b. Add missing entries  

c. Add or modify definitions and descriptions 

9. Add terms to the selected wiki tool  
                                                 
6 Glossary evaluation-extension [Veraldi07]: In this phase, partners were solicited to express a graded vote for 
each definition, ranging from -3 to +1. A -1 vote is given to “not fully convincing” definitions; -3 are unaccep-
table definitions. Partners were also encouraged to add a new definition if they felt that none of the available 
definitions were adequate or if no definition was available for a term. 
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3.4 Users 

Initial contents will be provided by the EU DG JRC team and will be reviewed, updated and 
expanded by all CIPRNet partners. It would be useful to have a committee which will review 
the initial contents of CIPedia before its publication. 

Since the information published in CIPedia will be publically available, it was assessed that 
CIPedia does not require a complex access control scheme, such as the one of CIWIN (Criti-
cal Infrastructure Warning Information Network)7.  

Therefore, the suggested user roles for CIPedia are the following: 

 Readers: all unregistered user who can access the content8. 
 Editors: a registered user who can recommend content. 
 Moderators: Responsible for updating the content and managing editor register. 
 Administrators: Responsible for software and hardware maintenance, backup and se-

curity. 

Users will be supported with a brief online help manual (see chapter 8). The option of a ‘vid-
eo’ help will also be considered in future releases of CIPedia. 

  

                                                 
7 CIWIN defines three user types with various levels of content access and private areas for the member states, 
where they can exchange information on a national level. 
8 The option to only have registered users accessing content will be examined, as a way to monitor the demogra-
phics of the users (audience of CIPedia) accessing the wiki. 
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4 Software and interface: proposed solution  
The CIPedia software should have or support the following features: 

 Support of multiple languages 
 Search capabilities 
 Moderation capabilities / Access control/ Process for approval of user registration 
 Simple interface (to appeal to more users)  
 Versioning and error controls 
 Open source/ Free 
 Capability to recommend links on a page before posting (to make sure the content is 

interconnected) 

The preferred solution in order to integrate a Wiki type system9, fulfilling the above criteria, 
will be based on the solution already existing at Fraunhofer IAIS.  Thus CIPedia will be host-
ed on Fraunhofer's WiKi farm, and it can be available immediately.  The provided software is 
MediaWiKi (known from Wikipedia) and some MediaWiKi extensions10 can be provided by 
Fraunhofer's WikiFarm support team.  Maintenance (software, hardware, backup, security) 
will be provided by Fraunhofer. Moreover, external persons can function as administra-
tors/moderators. The CIPRNet logo can be integrated and the interface can be altered if need-
ed.  The access control is flexible and it can be access with a password at the early stages of 
development and later on, read-only access for everyone and write access to registered users. 

CIPedia is currently hosted on the Fraunhofer wiki farm11. The main page is depicted on the 
figure below, but access to the wiki is restricted, as it is currently under development. 

                                                 
9 Web collaboration solutions (emphasis on wiki software) are discussed in: 
http://collaboration.wikia.com/wiki/List_of_wiki_software; http://www.wikimatrix.org/ (tool to compare various 
wiki options); http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_wiki_software 
10 Mediawiki (http://www.mediawiki.org) is the most widely used free wiki type software.  It also includes an 
extension 'LinkTitles' (http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:LinkTitles) which links the words within the 
page to pages which have the same name. Article/Page workflow approval process is available through extensi-
on: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension%3aFlaggedRevs.  
11 https://publicwiki-1.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php 
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Figure 3:  CIPedia main page 
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5 Risk and Copyright 
 

5.1 Risk factors 

The CIPedia process may face risk, both during the development phase and after its publica-
tion.  

 

Table 2: CIPedia Risk 

Risk Scenarios  Scale  Contingency Plan 

Use of copyrighted or confi‐
dential information 

Low  Clear list of rules 

Moderation 

Open to SPAM or Vandalism  Medium Required login to edit page 

Mechanism  to  ensure  reverting  to  older  ver‐
sion easily 

Wrong or outdated content  Low  Moderation by scientific staff 

Failure to update – Low visi‐
bility 

Medium Communicated  via  various  communication 
channels of the consortium 

Moderating challenges (too 
many updaters, too few 
moderators) 

Medium Responsibilities should be defined for the part‐
ners of the consortium 

Double entries – Conflicting 
entries 

Medium Moderation 

The use of appropriate tools will be explored 

Disagreement in terminology   Low  CIPedia’s structure will allow the listing of vari‐
ous definitions of a term 

Corrupted structure  Low  Moderation 

The  selection  of  the wiki model  does  not  re‐
quire a strict structure 

 

5.2 Liability and Terms of Use 

In order to avoid most of the risks, CIPRNet –type of service needs to establish Terms of use 
to define liability (check https://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Terms_of_Use).  

 

5.3 Moderation 

The moderating options suggested in order to avoid problems are: (a) accept, (b) reject (total-
ly), (c) reject with comments. The moderators should not edit existing text posted by users. 
Owner of CIPedia© is the CIPRNet consortium.  
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5.4 Copyright 

In terms of copyright, the term of use should mention that the wiki should not be used for 
commercial purposes; there should be appropriate citations and care to not cite confidential 
information. 

Moreover, CIPedia© needs creative commons license (http://creativecommons.org/) 
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6 Planning 
The construction of CIPedia will have following phases:  

Table 3 CIPedia Plan 

Date  Phases 

March – April 
2014 

Fraunhofer IAIS provides the WIKI software (see section 5) 

JRC collects contents for a pilot version of CIPedia (see section 3.3) 

15 May 2014  First version of CIPedia is created by JRC 

20 May 2014  Internal review and update is completed by JRC (ERNCIP office) 

Stakeholders are informed (DG-HOME) 

07 June 2014  Fraunhofer and TNO contribute changes and updates to the pilot CI-
Pedia 

June‐August 
2014 

All CIPRNet partners comment and contribute to the pilot CIPedia 

September 2014  Announcement of CIPedia (ECN Newsletter) 

October 2014 
onward 

Marketing 

A demo is scheduled to be presented on the 9th International Confer-
ence on Critical Information Infrastructures Security (CRITIS 2014), 
October 13-15, 2014, Limassol, Cyprus. 
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7 Maintenance 
 

7.1 Server 

Fraunhofer IAIS will host the service in its server. CIPedia can be currently be found here: 

https://publicwiki-01.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php. Please note that currently it is under 
development and the access to the wiki is restricted.  

 

7.2 Security and backups 

CIPedia follows Fraunhofer IAIS practices as to security and backup issues. 

A periodic security review of CIPedia articles will be needed, as to assess whether they con-
tain sensitive information above CIPedia’s security classification level (above PU). The first 
review should take place before CIPedia is released and then it should be performed at least 
bi-annually. In the case of significant update to the contents of CIPedia, a security review 
should also be performed. The most suitable body to perform a security review is CIPRNet’s 
Security Advisory Group (SAG). The assessment should follow the rules described in the 
D1.20 Project Handbook [D1.20]. 

 

7.3 Ethics and moderation 

CIPedia should undergo ethical review on a periodic basis or when significant content chang-
es are performed. The ethical review should comply with the guidelines of the deliverables 
D1.20 Project Handbook [D1.20] and D2.51 Initial Ethics Report [D2.51].  The review should 
examine the following issues:  

(1) data privacy and data protection, i.e. the right of any individual to expect that his/her 
personal information are processed securely and not disseminated without their written 
consent as well as the technical mechanisms to ensure the protection of data, 

(2) dual use or misuse of research, i.e. research involving or generating methods or 
knowledge that could be misused for unethical purposes, 

(3) mission or function creep, i.e. information or data is used beyond the approved initial 
plan and thereby could harm fundamental ethical values or civil rights, and 

(4) misuse or malevolent use, i.e. research generating materials or knowledge that can be 
used for unethical purposes. [D2.51] 

It is recommended to perform the review at least twice a year. This period can be shorter 
when a significant update or release of CIPedia is performed. The most suitable body to per-
form the review is CIPRNet’s Independent Ethics Board (EB). 

The suggestions of the review will mean a revision of CIPedia by a moderator. The modera-
tor will also need to overview all the changes performed (by internal users and recommended 
by external users). Therefore, CIPRNet will discuss the issue of moderator in its next govern-
ing body meetings. As the software allows for non-Fraunhofer moderator, this option or some 
kind of a rotation could be discussed. For the project time (up till March 2017) the issue is 
easier to solve, but one has to come up also with a more long-term solution.  

 

7.4 Statistics 

User and other statistics will be kept and surveyed regularly in order to further develop and 
market CIPedia.   
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8 User instructions 
Detailed instructions on creating a new page can be found in MediaWiki’s help pages 
[MWHelp].  

 

8.1 Page creation  

There are three ways to create a new page: 

 By linking a wiki page using a standard syntax12. If you (or anyone else) create a link 
to an article that doesn't exist yet, the link will be colored red. Clicking a red link will 
take you to the edit page for the new page. Simply type your text, click save and the 
new page will be created. Once the page has been created, the link will change from 
red to blue (purple for pages you've visited) indicating that the page now exists. 

 If you search for a page that doesn't exist (using the search box and “Go” button on the 
left of the page) then you will be provided with a link to create the new page. 

 You can use the wiki's URL for creating a new page. The URL to an article of the wiki 
is usually something like this:  

https://publicwiki-01.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php/ARTICLE   

The template that should be used for creating the content of a new page can be found below 
and is also available on the CIPedia wiki13. 

 
<!--Insert here introductory text regarding the term.--> 

 
==Definitions== 

<!-- This section presents all available definitions of the above term.--> 
 
=== Official European Definition === 
<!--Insert here the text of the definition, if available. --> 
 
=== Other International Definitions === 
<!-- Insert here definitions from international organizations, if availa-
ble. Each new definition should be formatted as a heading level 4, followed 
by the unformatted text of the definition. An example follows below: --> 
==== United Nations’ Definition ==== 
<!-- Insert the definition found in the document “2009 UNISDR Terminology 
on Disaster Risk Reduction” (this is an example). --> 
 
=== National Definitions === 
<!-- Insert official national definitions, if available.  Each definition 
should be formatted as a heading level 4, followed by the text of the defi-
nition. An example follows below: --> 

                                                 
12 See http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/Help:Links on how to link a page. 
13 This template is available on the CIPedia wiki: https://publicwiki-
01.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php/Template. When on Edit mode, users can copy the template text and use it 
to create new pages. The text within <!-- --> is considered a comment and does not appear on the wiki page 
(Read mode).   
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==== US Definition ==== 
<!-- Insert the definition found on the DHS Lexicon (this is an example). -
-> 
 
===Standard Definition=== 
<!--Insert the text of the definition. Each definition should be formatted 
as a heading level 4, followed by the text of the definition. --> 
 
== Discussion Topic == 
<!-- Discuss topics related to the term, such as closely-related terms, 
differences among definitions, how to use the definitions provided, open 
issues, etc. --> 
 
==See also== 
<!-- Add links to related terms --> 
* [[Related term 1]] 
* [[Related term 2]] 
 
==Notes== 
<!-- The references will be automatically be listed below. In order to ref-
erence  --> 
<references /> 
 
==References== 
<!-- Additional references can also be added below.--> 
* Reference 1. 

 

 

8.2 Basic editing  

Editing a page is fairly simple. The steps are: 

 Click the "Edit" page tab at the top of the page (you are now on Edit mode). 
 Make changes to the text. 
 Click the "Save page" button. 

 

The following tables present basic guidelines in order to create a simple wiki page. They can 
also be found when pressing the help button (on Edit mode) of the CIPedia Wiki (based on 
MediaWiki). 

 

8.2.1 Formatting 

Description What you type What you get 
Italic ''Italic text'' Italic text 
Bold '''Bold text''' Bold text 
Bold & italic '''''Bold & italic text''''' Bold & italic text 
 

8.2.2 Links 

Description  What you type  What you get 

Internal link [[Page title|Link label]]
[[Page title]] 

Link label 

Page title 
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External link [http://www.example.org Link label]
[http://www.example.org] 
http://www.example.org 

Link label 

[1] 
http://www.example.org 

 

8.2.3 Headings 

Description  What you type  What you get 

2nd level heading == Heading text == Heading text

3rd level heading === Heading text === Heading text 

4th level heading ==== Heading text ==== Heading text 

5th level heading ===== Heading text ===== Heading text 

 

8.2.4 List items 

Description  What you type  What you get 

Bulleted list * List item 
* List item 

 List item 
 List item 

Numbered list # List item 
# List item 

1. List item 
2. List item 

 

8.2.5 Files 

Description  What you type  What you get 

Embedded file [[File:Example.png|thumb|Caption text]] 

 
 

Caption text 
 

8.2.6 References 

Description  What you type  What you get 

Reference Page text.<ref name="test"> 
[http://www.example.org Link text], addi-
tional text.</ref> 

Page text.[1] 

Additional use of 
same reference 

<ref name="test" /> Page text.[1] 

Display refe-
rences 

<references /> 1. ^ Link text, additional 
text. 
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Annex A: Preparatory work on terminology  
Sections 2 and 3.2 of this deliverable presented examples of existing attempts on CIP termi-
nology. The following sections have been largely derived by the CIPRNet report TechDoc2: 
Terminology [TDTerm] and are included in this document to depict the preparatory work 
performed by members of the consortium on Terminology for CIP.  

 

A.1 Existing definitions of basic terms 

The table that follows presents existing definitions on basic risk and disaster management 
terms, which are relevant for CIP. 
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Term  ISO  [ISOG73] [ISO22399] [ISO 12100]  UNISDR [UNISDR]  Open Group Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte 
nicht gefunden werden. 

European Commission [EC08][EC06] 

risk effect of uncertainty on objectives The combination of the probability of an event and its 
negative consequences. 

Risk is the probable frequency and probable 
magnitude of future loss. 

 

threat potential cause of an unwanted incident, which 
may result in harm to individuals, a system or 
organization, the environment or the community 
[ISO22399] 

  Any indication, circumstance, or event with the potential to 
disrupt or destroy critical infrastructure, or any element 
thereof  

hazard source of potential harm [ISOG73] 

possible source of danger, or conditions physical 
or operational, that have a capacity to produce a 
particular type of adverse effects [ISO22399]  

A dangerous phenomenon, substance, human activity or 
condition that may cause loss of life, injury or other 
health impacts, property damage, loss of livelihoods and 
services, social and economic disruption, or environ-
mental damage. 

  

harm physical injury or damage to health [ISO 12100]    

effect (NOTE 1 (risk): An effect is a deviation from the 
expected — positive and/or negative) 

   

impact  evaluated consequence of a particular outcome 
[ISO22399] 

   

event occurrence or change of a particular set of circum-
stances 

   

incident event that might be, or could lead to, an opera-
tional interruption, disruption, loss, emergency 
or crisis [ISO22399] 

   

disruption incident, whether anticipated (e.g. hurricane) or 
unanticipated (e.g. a blackout or earthquake) 
which disrupts the normal course of operations at 
an organization location [ISO22399] 

   

consequence outcome of an event (3.5.1.3) affecting objectives    

risk man-
agement 

coordinated activities to direct and control an 
organization with regard to risk (1.1) 

The systematic approach and practice of managing un-
certainty to minimize potential harm and loss. 

  

risk assess-
ment 

overall process of risk identification (3.5.1), risk 
analysis (3.6.1) and risk evaluation (3.7.1) 

A methodology to determine the nature and extent of 
risk by analysing potential hazards and evaluating exist-
ing conditions of vulnerability that together could poten-
tially harm exposed people, property, services, liveli-
hoods and the environment on which they depend. 

  

risk identifi-
cation 

process of finding, recognizing and describing 
risks (1.1) 

   

risk analysis process to comprehend the nature of risk (1.1) 
and to determine the level of risk (3.6.1.8) 

 Any analysis that accounts for the risk from a 
single threat community against a layered set 
of assets (e.g., defense in depth). 

consideration of relevant threat scenarios, in order to assess 
the vulnerability and the potential impact of disruption or 
destruction of critical infrastructure 

risk evalua-
tion 

process of comparing the results of risk analysis 
(3.6.1) with risk criteria (3.3.1.3) to determine 
whether the risk (1.1) and/or its magnitude is 
acceptable or tolerable 

   

risk source element which alone or in combination has the 
intrinsic potential to give rise to risk 
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level of risk magnitude of a risk (1.1) or combination of risks, 
expressed in terms of the combination of conse-
quences (3.6.1.3) and their likelihood (3.6.1.1) 

   

vulnerability intrinsic properties of something resulting in sus-
ceptibility to a risk source (3.5.1.2) that can lead 
to an event with a consequence (3.6.1.3) 

The characteristics and circumstances of a community, 
system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging 
effects of a hazard. 

Vulnerability is the probability that an asset 
will be unable to resist the actions of a threat 
agent. 

 

disaster event that causes great damage or loss 
[ISO22399] 

A serious disruption of the functioning of a community 
or a society involving widespread human, material, eco-
nomic or environmental losses and impacts, which ex-
ceeds the ability of the affected community or society to 
cope using its own resources. 

  

crisis any incident(s), human-caused or natural, that 
require(s) urgent attention and action to protect 
life, property, or environment [ISO22399] 

   

emergency sudden, urgent, usually unexpected occurrence or 
event requiring immediate action [ISO22399] 

   

disaster risk  The potential disaster losses, in lives, health status, live-
lihoods, assets and services, which could occur to a par-
ticular community or a society over some specified fu-
ture time period. 

  

mitigation limitation of any negative consequence of a par-
ticular incident [ISO22399] 

The lessening or limitation of the adverse impacts of 
hazards and related disasters. 

  

prevention measures that enable an organization to avoid, 
preclude, or limit the impact of a disruption 
[ISO22399] 

The outright avoidance of adverse impacts of hazards 
and related disasters. 

  

crosscutting 
criteria 

   (a) casualties criterion (assessed in terms of the potential 
number of fatalities or injuries);  

(b) economic effects criterion (assessed in terms of the sig-
nificance of economic loss and/or degradation of products 
or services; including potential environmental effects);  

(c) public effects criterion (assessed in terms of the impact 
on public confidence, physical suffering and disruption of 
daily life; including the loss of essential services).  

Table 4: Basic risk and disaster management terms relevant for CIPRNet. All definitions are quotations from the sources listed in the column heads, thus quotation marks have been omitted for reasons of readability. 
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A.2 Discussion  

While the table above contains several definitions, there are terms that remain vague 
[TDTerm]. For example, it is difficult to distinguish between a potential source of harm and 
the realisation of the source of harm, that is, the events or incidents that are really happening 
and causing real harm or damage. One would often need to be able to talk about, for instance, 
a possible future earthquake that might hit an earthquake prone area and an earthquake that 
really happened. In the first case, the earthquake would qualify as one threat (out of a multi-
tude of other threats), and in the latter case it would qualify as a disaster that actually took 
place. The available definitions suggest the following wording: “earthquake threat” and 
“earthquake incident”. 

In the CIP field, one may need to be able to talk about a “chain” from threat (to CI) to conse-
quences (of a CI disturbance or failure). It would look like this: 

1. Threats to CI: Already defined (see VITA threat taxonomy) sources of potential harm. 
Example: Flooding events may cause disturbances to some CI. The ISO definition of 
threat can be used. 

2. Threats may become real events or incidents (single general term: incident?). A particular 
threat may be called a “flooding incident”, for example. 

3. Incidents (realised threats) may cause first order effects (in a CI). Example: A flooding 
causes a power outage in a city quarter 

4. First order effects may cause second and higher order effects (“cascading effects”). Ex-
ample: The power outage leads to a loss of pressure in the drinking water system. 

5. The effects will have consequences (along the cross-cutting criteria of the ECI directive) 
or impacts (along the ISO guide 73). Example: Several people drink contaminated water 
and get ill or die; the enduring loss of power and drinking water cause a direct economical 
damage of 10 million Euro; the flooding makes 200 hectare of agricultural area unusable 
for the next 5 years, resulting in an additional economic damage 

Therefore, it is clear that the terms “consequence analysis”, “first order effect”, “higher order 
effect” need to be defined or an appropriate existing definition be identified. 

If we place emphasis on natural events, the following definition of Risk can be adopted14: 

Risk indicates the possibility of suffering harm or losses (due to some event) and its extent (in 
probabilistic terms).  

The term “Risk” can be used for Critical Infrastructures in relation to two variables: the CI 
element that can be lost or damaged and the cause, produced by some natural event, whose 
occurrence transforms a threat into a harm. Therefore, the value of Risk is the product of three 
terms: 

(1) the probability that the event occurs with given characteristics (i.e. having manifesta-
tion(s) of given strength) 

(2) the vulnerability of a given CI element to that event (i.e. the conditional probability that 
if the event would occur with given characteristics, the  resulting harm will be of a giv-
en extent) 

(3) the impacts and the consequences that the resulting harms(s) can produce at the differ-
ent levels. 

                                                 
14 This definition was proposed by ENEA. The detailed definitions proposed by ENEA for the main terms used 
in order to define Risk can be found in [TDTerm]. 
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The following table provides a simplified version of the larger table in the previous section. It 
does not replace those definitions, but merely relates the main definitions in a different way 
for preparing usage examples. Also, some new sub definitions are introduced. 

 

Term Definition Related definitions 

Hazard Potential source 
of harm 

Natural  

hazard 

t.b.d. Anthropic 
hazard 

t.b.d. 

Harm Physical injury or 
damage to health 

Direct 
harm 

Damage caused 
directly by a 
realised hazard 

Indirect 
harm 

Damage caused 
indirectly by a 
realised hazard 
(e.g. as a im-
pact of direct 
or indirect 
harm) 

Threat potential cause of 
an unwanted in-
cident, which 
may result in 
harm to individu-
als, a system or 
organisation, the 
environment or 
the community 

Natural 
threat 

 Anthropic 
threat 

t.b.d. 

Event occurrence or 
change of a par-
ticular set of cir-
cumstances 

Incident event that 
might be, or 
could lead to, 
an operational 
interruption, 
disruption, loss, 
emergency or 
crisis 

Natural 
incidents, 
anthropic 
incidents 

t.b.d., t.b.d. 

Incident event that might 
be, or could lead 
to, an operational 
interruption, dis-
ruption, loss, 
emergency or 
crisis 

    

Impact outcome of an 
event 

  risk The combina-
tion of the 
probability of 
an event and its 
negative im-
pacts. 

Consequence evaluated particu-
lar impact  
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From the table above, it is apparent that the definitions  of “hazard” and  “threat” are very 
similar, so maybe the terms do not need to be distinguished. An usage example for the above 
terms is presented below:  

 “The weather report indicated that a flood threat/hazard would be emerging. Shortly there-
after, an extreme weather event occurred, bringing heavy rainfall. This led to a flooding inci-
dent along the Elbe. As impacts of the flood, a bridge collapsed because it was damaged by 
the flood, a dike broke and a flooded purification plant ceased operation. Indirect impacts 
were the interruption of road and rail traffic across the bridge, water transport blocked by the 
collapsed bridge and production of drinking water along the banks of the Elbe had to be 
stopped. The consequences of the flooding incidents were: Seven casualties, an economical 
damage of 67 Million Euros, and 50 square kilometres of polluted agricultural area. The 
flooding incident at the Elbe led to several cascading effects of CI. The collapsed bridge af-
fected the road, rail, and water transport in the area. The pollution due to the purification plant 
led to an interruption of drinking water production.” 

The last sentence shows that a cascading effect needs not result from damage, but can be a 
shutdown as a mitigation action to prevent further harm (to people, to a CI, to economy). 

 

A.3 Additional terms and definitions needed  

The terms and definitions provided in the reviewed sources do not allow the distinction be-
tween first order incidents / effects / consequences / impacts and second, third, and higher 
order incidents / effects / consequences / impacts. However, when talking about “cascading 
effects”, an established term frequently used in publications on failing dependent infrastruc-
tures, such a distinction is required. Using the ISO vocabulary, the corresponding wording 
would be “cascading incident”. However, it is not credible that the CIP community would 
adopt that definition. 

The ISO definition of “consequence” is very general and does not distinguish between conse-
quences for CI, for people, for the environment, and for the economy. Such distinctions are 
required for two reasons: 

1) For the CIP domain, consequences for CI are of supreme importance, and other conse-
quences may be ignored for certain applications (for example, when assessing the conse-
quences of cascading effects). 

2) For consequence analysis in the meaning of the ECI directive (the meaning which we 
adopted for the CIPRNet proposal), assessment of consequences for people, the environ-
ment and the economy is needed according to the crosscutting criteria mentioned there. 

So far, we do not have a suggestion of specific terms for both cases. Thus the recommenda-
tion for the time being is to always clearly state if “consequence” or “consequence analy-
sis” is being performed for CI alone or for use with the crosscutting criteria. 

Another problem is the difficulty to distinguish the safety and security aspects of CI. CIP is 
mostly considered as a security related domain. However, when CI emergencies or their con-
sequences affect people, the environment and the economy in a negative way, one enters 
quickly the domain of safety. Therefore, CIP has also safety aspects. The differences and rela-
tions of security and safety aspects of CI and CIP seem to the author of this paper not suffi-
ciently well defined nor understood. This would require further clarification. 

Also, the term “resilience” (of CI) is currently under discussion. There is a white paper by 
JRC, contained in the CIPRNet deliverable [D8.211], that elaborates on the resilience topic. 
An agreed definition will later replace any provisional definitions adopted from other sources. 
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Annex B: Automated Extraction of Glossary Terms  
Examples of the use of the tool Termine [TERM; Frantzi00] on two-CIP related documents 
are presented below. Such tools will be used in order to identify terms for CIPedia, for which 
wiki pages will be created. 

 

Example 1: Results of the EU Directive 2008/114/EC  

1 member state 75 

2 security liaison officer 12.6797 

3 official journal 10 

4 infrastructure protection 9.75 

5 european union 7 

5 cross-cutting criterion 7 

7 security liaison 6.5 

8 ecip contact point 6.33985 

8 european union l 6.33985 

10 relevant member state authority 6 

10 member states 6 

12 structure protection 5 

12 contact point 5 

14 operator security plan 4.754888 

15 infrastructure asset 4 

15 eci sector 4 

17 member state authority 3.33985 

18 eci osp procedure 3.169925 

18 member state legislation 3.169925 

18 infrastructure protection issue 3.169925 

21 european parliament 3 

21 liaison officer 3 

21 sectoral criterion 3 

24 state authority 2.5 

25 relevant cross-border mutual aid agreement 2.321928 

26 cross-sector dependency 2 

26 relevant member 2 

26 risk analysis 2 

26 infrastructure protection contact point 2 

26 community approach 2 

26 common approach 2 

26 implementation action 2 

26 annual basis 2 

26 infrastructure warning information network 2 
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26 indicative list 2 

26 equivalent exist 2 

26 equivalent measure 2 

26 transport sector 2 

26 multilateral discussion 2 

26 european programme 2 

26 relevant information 2 

26 green paper 2 

26 electricity generation 2 

26 structure protection contact point 2 

 

Example 2: Results on SWD(2013)318 final: Commission Staff Working Document on a 

new approach to the European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection. 

1 member state 26 

2 critical infrastructure 11 

3 council directive 2008/114/ec 9.509775 

3 critical infrastructure protection 9.509775 

5 risk assessment 9.4 

6 dg home 9 

7 infrastructure protection 8.333333 

8 european critical infrastructure 7.924812 

9 eu approach 7 

10 commission staff working document 6 

11 air traffic 5.857143 

12 risk assessment methodology 5.33985 

13 gas transmission network 4.33985 

14 eu internal security strategy 4 

14 ci protection 4 

14 european gas transmission network 4 

14 stress test 4 

14 european programme 4 

14 eea joint committee decision 4 

14 european union 4 

14 network manager 4 

14 member states 4 

14 union civil protection mechanism 4 

14 external dimension 4 

14 cip community 4 

26 electricity transmission grid 3.754888 

27 smart metering system 3.169925 
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27 eu member state 3.169925 

29 space infrastructure 3 

29 risk management 3 

29 council decision 3 

29 pilot phase 3 

29 official journal 3 

29 european dimension 3 

29 system approach 3 

29 network crisis 3 

37 civil protection mechanism 2.754888 

37 eea joint committee 2.754888 

39 electricity transmission 2.333333 

40 european aviation crisis coordination cell 2.321928 

40 critical infrastructure warning information network 2.321928 

42 critical infrastructure warning 2.169925 

42 air traffic management 2.169925 

44 gas supply 2 

44 epcip communication 2 

44 electric power infrastructure dependency 2 

44 cip policy 2 

44 hazard risk assessment methodology 2 

44 smart grids task force 2 

44 diverse project 2 

44 global navigation satellite system 2 

44 civil protection training network 2 

44 consequence management 2 

44 critical ict infrastructure simulation 2 

44 main energy transmission network 2 

44 air traffic flow management 2 

44 second half 2 

44 gnss signal 2 

44 private sector 2 

44 practical implementation 2 

44 eu air traffic management 2 

44 review process 2 

44 north german transmission grid 2 

44 ieee control systems magazine 2 

44 current directive 2 

44 cip measure 2 

44 commission regulation 2 

44 staff exchange 2 
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44 eea agreement 2 

44 selected pan-european critical infrastructures 2 

44 directive 2008/114/ec 2 

44 global satellite navigation system 2 

44 first half 2 

44 european electricity transmission grid 2 

44 ict sector 2 

44 focal point 2 

44 long-term recovery 2 

44 energy sector 2 

44 resilience measure 2 

44 efta country 2 

44 current programme 2 

44 support tool 2 

44 current union civil protection 2 

44 volcanic ash cloud crisis 2 

44 contingency plan 2 

44 transport sector 2 

44 actor timeframe 2 

44 atm network 2 

44 close cooperation 2 

44 cyber security 2 

44 crisis management 2 

44 global infrastructure security toolkit 2 

44 cyber threat 2 

 


